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Traveler Security

Overview
Much as you’d like, business travelers don’t operate within the confines of a bubble. Whether
it’s a weather event, political situation or labor strike, there are countless scenarios that can affect
and potentially disrupt your travelers’ plans. The frequency and severity of world events has
grown substantially in the past few years, increasing the need for fast and accurate information.
You should have the confidence to be able to locate and reach your road warriors 24/7.
Traveler Security allows corporations to quickly locate travelers worldwide and access detailed
content, such as travel reservation and personal contact information. The product also provides
the ability to query and obtain additional reports for 331 days of pre-trip and three years of
historical trip data, including ticketed and un-ticketed data.

Traveler Security
Key Features
• Quickly locate travelers
anywhere in the world at
anytime
• Easily access information to
contact travelers on the road
• Receive alerts when
too many employees or
executives are booked on the
same flight
• Access valuable reports
such as, travelers to high risk
countries, top markets, hotel
rate summary, and many
more

How It Works
Upon signing into Traveler Security via a secure web link, the application displays the locations
of all current travelers. Users can search further to view expanded results based on date, city
and country ranges, and find travelers based on flexible search criteria. Users can also drill down
within maps to see travelers by specific locations. You can even access your traveler’s itinerary
for more detail using an easy link to Sabre® Virtually There®.

Travel Manager Benefits
As a travel manager, you want to provide the services that allow your travelers to be as efficient
and productive as possible while on the road. Outside of being easy-to-use and always up-todate, Traveler Security is a tool you can take advantage of dynamically. Use it to proactively
re-accommodate travelers when they’ll be impacted and help them do better business. By
creating an environment where you can be more cost efficient, you’ll watch your company’s
results flourish.

Company Benefits
Up-to-date, accurate, actionable and secure – GetThere has taken a comprehensive approach
to providing you with traveler data. Traveler Security is also an affordable solution for any size
company. Maximize the program’s value by locating travelers in mere seconds and deftly
managing them with relevant and timely data. For small and mid-sized corporations, Traveler
Security provides traveler risk management features without the cost of having to go through a
travel agency.

Traveler Benefits
While you have the peace of mind that you can quickly and easily reach your travelers, they will
likewise feel the assurance that someone will contact them if any situation should arise. But it’s
not only about simple alerts – with the nearly instantaneous information provided by Traveler
Security, you can act fast to alter itineraries and re-accommodate travelers. With actionable data,
you can be proactive to further ensure safety and drive convenience for your road warriors.
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Traveler Security
Key Benefits
• Access easily, securely 24/7
• Receive and utilize data that
is complete, accurate and
actionable
• Save time in critical situations
• Reduce security risks
• Meet many business needs
with reporting

A Superior Business Intelligence Tool
A Web-based application, Traveler Security gathers information from reservations made in
Sabre, assuring you that it’s up-to-date, accurate and consistently reliable. Historical and pre-trip
data is automatically stored for all Sabre reservations, both ticketed and un-ticketed. Air, car,
hotel, cruise and rail segments are included. The warehouse stores PNR information within an
average of 30 minutes when a reservation is completed. Traveler Security also collects data
from reservations made offline, and automatically updates the database for all reservations.

Data Reporting Capabilities
Data reporting is another robust component of Traveler Security. Detailed air, car and hotel
data is immediately available for 331 days of pre-trip and three years of post-trip data for
reservations made through Sabre. Approved users can query this data to identify and manage
various operational and business needs, as well as leverage it to negotiate supplier rates,
manage travel policy compliance and identify travel trends. In-depth reports include contact
information and complete reservation data.
Reports can be used to assess a corporation’s top markets, travelers to high risk countries, and
more:
Carbon Emissions –
• Summary of all air segments by date range
• Detail breakdown of carbon emission impact by origin and destination
Air Market Share Summary –
• Top four carriers for user-selected origin and destination, segment count and share percent
• Historical, advance bookings, or a combination of both
Air Market Share Trend –
• Month-over-month, quarterly and year-over-year trends for a single origin and destination
• Historical, advance bookings, or a combination of both
Hotel Rate Summary –
• Average nightly rate, number of days and total spend per city

Powerful Security
Ensuring your employees safety when they travel is highly critical – perhaps one of your most
important job functions. The Traveler Security Flight Threshold Report feature alerts users
when the total number of employees or executives booked on one flight exceeds corporate
policy. And with live email links, you can quickly contact travelers in the case of an emergency.

Experience Even More from GetThere
Traveler Security is just one innovative product comprising the complete GetThere travel
procurement solution. A majority of the FORTUNE 200 and the BTN Corporate Travel 100 rely
on GetThere to streamline processes, improve supplier and contract management, and achieve
ongoing and sustainable savings in corporate travel spend.
Contact your GetThere representative by calling 1-800-GetThere or visiting www.getthere.com
to learn more.
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